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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: THEIR ONLY CRIME...       
Posted: April 12,1996  21:12:05 
To: BETTY COLEMAN (DFLJ12A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The "help" they've gotten from all over the world is from    
those who just want to help themselves- to Mexico's riches!  
                                                             
With help like that no wonder they're still so poor.  The    
smart, crooked Mexicans get rich by making deals with smart, 
crooked foreigners to help loot the country.  The poor and   
powerless, of course, have no say.  (What else is new?)  So  
some come here, a sort of consolation prize for having their 
country stolen out from under them.                          
                                                             
The cure for mordida? Revolution!                            
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: THEIR ONLY CRIME...       
Posted: April 11,1996  23:43:48 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: BETTY COLEMAN (DFLJ12A) 
 
You may have a lot of sympathy for the underdogs of Mexico   
but Mexico has had a lot longer than the U.S. to fix their   
economy and with help from all over the world. We have given 
them enough money to build fences a mile high across the     
bottom part of the U.s. Mex. border. The truth is what most  
honest people that really know about Mexico like Senator     
Gonzales of Texas and others who know that Mexico runs on    
mordida. utter corruption. therefore it will take tens of    
years to ever overcome that it it ever does. Another thing   
is the population bomb that has6 million or so young men     
entering the job market every year. The bottom line whether  
anyone wants to admit it or not is that these people are     
 overpopulating themselves away from the table. I saw the    
proud papa of eighteen children and his wife posing in front 
of their job where they live and work...the Mexico City Dump 
  Isn't that wonderful all you disbelievers in               
contraception? We cannot continue to be the popoff valve for 
this sort of wild card political bull corn. Even a liberal   
would admit that there has to be an end to the lemmings      
hauling across to the U.S. Not only Mexican Nationals come   
thru the southern borders, everyone else does also. Bec.     
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: THEIR ONLY CRIME...       
Posted: April 09,1996  23:31:22 
To: ROSS CAMPBELL III (ASWJ89A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Ross,                                                        
                                                             
My sympathy lies with the underdog.  That used to be one of  
this Country's defining traits.  (Ever read De Tocqueville?) 
Before, that is, the Me Generation pretty much killed off    
altruistic thinking. Most Americans are so frazzled nowadays 
they can only manage to build a wall around their hearts and 
slap a rusty padlock through their minds: permanently closed 
and out of business.  All the better to eat us, my dear.     
                                                             
You're perfectly welcome to define me by your own lights,    
you need no "admissions" from me, just use your own mind and 
make your own conclusions, but remember: ALWAYS! Check your  
premises.                                                    
                                                             
I think you made a fox pause with your comment about Mexico  
as a "Second World Country."  That term usually signifies    
communist countries, like Cuba.  But maybe it wasn't much of 
a Freudian Slip, after all. After all, the guy most Mexicans 
blame for their economic fever is the former President,      
Salinas, who has been the guest in luxury for the past 4-5   
months, of Fidel Castro.  I guess we can see where his       
sympathies lie.  First he loots the country and conducts     
years of narco-terrorism against America, then he hand picks 
his successor, then after he is revealed to be a scoundrel,  
heads for the succor of Carribean isles to spend his ill-    
gotten gain a la Robert Vesco.  No wonder Wall Street liked  
him so much, he was one of them!                             
                                                             
You're certainly right that Mexico could and should be       
prosperous, but Wall Street ain't the way.  You can't        
rationally expect a backward economy and culture to suddenly 
jump into mature, information age  capitalism.  They have to 
walk before they can run.  The alliance between Wall Street  
and the Mexican ruling class serves ONLY to further enrich   
the already wealthy elite while impoverishing everyone else. 
America was not built by Wall Street. It was nourished by    
Main Street, by millions of average People, farmers, small   
businessmen, workers and immigrants ALL of whom were guided  
by the invisible hand that was their own common sense and    
good nature. Wall Street raped and continues to rape Mexico, 
aided and abetted by the PRI which "drugs" the People into   
submission in exchange for riches. The current bastard of    
this union is Zedillo.                                       
                                                             
With Wall Street the People haven't got a chance, but under  
a policy of  "greatest good for the greatest number" Mexico  
will prosper in the next century as we did in the last.      



By the way, Ross, have you ever noticed that the more        
countries like Germany, Japan, China, and Korea prosper from 
Wall Street, the more the average American suffers?          
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: THEIR ONLY CRIME...       
Posted: April 08,1996  22:28:49 
To: GREG BRODZINSKI (FXTS32A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
"Their" is plural.  The crimes you refer to is the result    
of a singular action, as in "He, the driver, did these       
things."  Even if the disintegration of the camper shell was 
not caused by 100mph winds you cannot logically accuse       
everyone of participating.                                   
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